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Abstract: The relation between rotation speed, air pressure and the velocity of air-rotary drilling
using the down the hole method is determined in an empirical manner. For the study, velocity
measurements are obtained for combinations of the aforementioned parameters during fieldwork
for the installation of borehole heat exchangers near Lublin, Poland. The tests consider three drill
bit diameters—110, 127 and 140 mm; three rotational speeds—20, 40 and 60 1/min; and three air
pressures—16, 20 and 24 bar. The borehole heat exchangers need 100 m deep wells. The lithology
consists mainly of loess and clays to 24 m, sand and carbonate rocks to 36 m, and marls and limestone
to 100 m. It is found that the highest drilling velocity is achieved when the greatest pressure is applied,
while the lowest drilling velocity is connected to the lowest pressure. However, the relation between
rotation speed and drilling velocity is more complex, as drilling velocity seems to be more affected
by depth. Therefore, lithology can be a major factor. The results may find direct use in drilling,
and provide a basis for further studies on the optimization of drilling technology.

Keywords: down the hole; borehole heat exchangers; drilling velocity

1. Introduction

Heat pumps were first described in the mid-19th century. In 1852, it was proposed to use them for
space heating, as an open cycle tool connected to a compressor, and two water tanks serving as upper
and lower heat sources. However, the idea never came to fruition, despite multiple tries. The first
practical use for the heat pump came much later—in 1928, T.G. Haldane created an installation for
heating his own house [1,2]. First, industrial, high-power heat pumps were used in the interwar period
in the USA. In the post-war period, a significant increase in the use of heat pumps was noted in various
countries [3].

There are two basic usage modes for geothermal heat pumps (also referred to as ground-source heat
pumps). The first is ground coupled (vertical and horizontal), closed loop systems (ground-coupled
heat exchangers) [4], the other is groundwater, open loop systems [5,6]. The heat pump allows for the
increase of the temperature, to make it useful for devices like radiators. Note also that heat pumps can
be used advantageously in hybrid systems for space heating/cooling [7].
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This process can be compared to the work cycle of a circulator pump, where the pumped medium
serves as the heat itself, and there is a relation between pressure and temperature. In order to pump
the liquid, the circulator pump creates higher pressure which potentially leads to the movement of
a mass. Similarly, the heat pump increases the temperature of the working medium, which makes
the heat exchange easier. Circulator pumps force fluid flow at the expense of the supplied energy,
which increases the pressure. The aim of the heat pump is to create heat flow due to the increase of
temperature—the heat flow potential [8,9]. Heat pumps are in constant development. Nowadays,
hybrid heat pumps are in use [10].

Geothermal heat pumps together with heat exchangers form systems. There are many types of
heat exchangers used in geothermal systems, such as: borehole heat exchangers, horizontal in series,
horizontal in parallel, tube in trench, spiral horizontal, spiral vertical [11], manifold trench, and energy
piles [12,13].

Borehole heat exchangers (BHE) are most often divided into the following categories: single
U-tube, double U-tube, and coaxial systems. The source of heat or cold (rock mass) must provide a
certain amount of energy to the receiving system through the whole year. The number, depth and
placement of borehole heat exchangers, along with their type and construction, significantly influences
the economic conditions of geothermal projects. Most frequently, single U-tube installations up to
200 m in depth are applied. Deeper installations tend to be coaxial [14,15]. The heat exchanged with the
rock mass is mainly influenced by the thermal conductivity of the rocks [3,16,17]. Underground water
flow and rock fracturing can also improve the efficiency of BHE fields [18–20].

The design of borehole heat exchangers has been considered by Aresti et al. [21]. Moreover, there
is a growing interest in the geothermal resources available at shallow depths beneath areas of urban
infrastructure [22]. To this end, oblique BHEs are used with increasing frequency [23,24].

Computer modeling and simulation are used to properly design installations of BHEs [25,26].
Efficiency is an important parameter, concerning both the thermal efficiency [27,28] and the efficiency
of structural elements [9,29,30]. The main thermal parameters considered in modeling and simulation
are effective thermal conductivity [31,32] and thermal resistivity [32–34].

One of the main tests performed to understand the properties of rocks, and simultaneously the
appropriate selection of BHEs for system designs, is the Thermal Response Test (TRT) [35–37]. TRTs are
also performed for energy piles [38,39].

During both the planning and execution of drilling procedures, effectiveness is a key parameter [40].
Effective drilling can be achieved with the proper choice of equipment, and the use of a well-chosen
drilling method [41].

One of the most effective and universally applied methods is the air method [42]. It is a beneficial
option, both from the optimization perspective (being economically viable, having reasonable time
and maintenance needs), as well as through its reduced environmental impact [43]. Among the many
advantages of the method, the following are highlighted: the possibility of maximum rock penetration,
longer life span of the drill bit, and maintaining cleanliness of the borehole, which is connected to better
control of all processes occurring during drilling [44]. As for the need to constantly decrease the impact
of drilling on the environment and the need to acquire samples for further research, cleanliness is a
significant advantage of the air method in comparison to other methods, both in terms of the method
itself (generally a “cleaner” one) and the output (which is less contaminated) [45,46].

The down the hole (DTH) method, using the air technique, tends to exhibit optimal results when
drilling in hard rock. This is especially true if it is close to the surface, although it is similarly efficient
in other rock formations [47].

Down the hole drilling uses an air-activated rotary drill bit, which in terms of its working manner
is reminiscent of a jackhammer. Its components are made from alloy steel and tungsten carbide,
which form the cutting and crushing surfaces, and are prone to continuous deterioration and even
eventual destruction. They can later be replaced or rearranged in order to improve operation.
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In the process of down the hole drilling, the hammer located at the bottom of the drill string
circulates to ensure even penetration in drilling. During the drilling procedure, the drill bit face
maintains constant contact with the surface. The placing of the pistons behind the drill bit face and the
pressure they place on the drill bit leads to crushing of the rock. Air, together with drill cuttings, is taken
from the borehole after each stroke of the pistons. Therefore, the drill bit always hits a clean surface [48].
This is where the aforementioned effectiveness and cleanliness of the method is particularly visible,
as the drilling surface is always clean with down the hole drilling, whereas with other drilling methods
the drill bit hits silt or crushed rock [49].

The down the hole method is sometimes considered expensive, as there is a need of purchasing air
compressors, as well as constant maintenance and repairs of both the drill bit and the compressors [50].
However, the fast penetration of hard rock formations with the method normally compensates for the
cost [51]. The down the hole method also poses little to no risk for the environment—in case drilling
takes place through an aquifer, it is not affected by chemicals from drilling mud. In terms of equipment,
the method compensates also by avoiding the need for mud pumps as well as their maintenance and
repairs. Due to the characteristics of the DTH method, the life of the drill bit is considerably longer in
comparison with other methods [52]. Moreover, the method enables calculation of the effectiveness of
drilling. It is also the method most independent of the weather conditions [52,53].

An optimization process is possible for the down the hole drilling approach with the air method.
The main parameters to consider in evaluation of the drilling method and potential improvements
of its effectiveness have been identified by agencies such as the United States Department of Energy,
and include time, costs, yield, progress and productivity [54]. Ratios of the aforementioned parameters
can also be considered as effectiveness factors in a broad sense. Optimization of the drilling process
then involves an evaluation and comparison of the pressure, rotation speed and drill bit diameter.

The tests considered in this study were conducted in Poland, in the city of Lublin, capital of
the Lublin Voivodeship, which lies in the Lublin Basin. The region can be characterized as having a
high geothermal ratio [55], and according to many sources, is valuable in terms of extraction of shale
gas [56], due to being rich in organic matter in the form of Ordovician and Silurian clay-mudstone
shales. This region has various drilling activities ongoing for a range of purposes [57].

The aim of this article is to improve understanding of the impact of rotational speed, drill bit
diameter and air pressure on drilling velocity for the down the hole drilling method, for a given
lithology. Such an enhanced understanding could permit improvement and optimization of drilling
projects, such as those in the Lublin Basin in Poland. The results may find widespread use due to the
growing interest in renewable energy technologies such as BHEs. The results of this field study can
be used to optimize the down the hole hammer drilling process for borehole heat exchanger (BHE)
installations for various locations.

To date, no BHE research aimed at reducing costs due to drilling has been reported, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge. Often, hundreds or even thousands [58] of drilling operations are undertaken
for BHE installations. It is prudent that the first drilled boreholes should be used for technical research.
Then, based on the results, optimization can be undertaken to reduce both drilling costs and the entire
investment cost for a system based on geothermal heat pumps.

2. Methods of Measurement and Preparation of Study

Drilling was conducted with a self-propelled drilling rig (Figure 1), using the down the hole
method and air. Drilling time was recorded for depths between 54 and 108 m below ground surface,
for each of the nine boreholes. The measured interval was further divided into three sections, in which
each of the three parameters was varied: diameter of the drill bit, rotation speed and the air pressure.

After each section was drilled, each of the carbide buttons located on the drill bit was measured
and checked in order to assess if any damage occurred (Figure 2). In all cases, no damage was observed.
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Figure 3. Geological profile and filtration schematics of the test borehole, which is common for every
borehole under study [59].

3. Experiment Procedure

In order to conduct the study, nine boreholes were drilled using the rotary down the hole drilling
with air method. All the boreholes in the study share a common geological profile (Figure 3) and
the horizontal distance on the surface of the land to any other borehole is no more than six meters
(Figure 4). A DTH 4 inch hammer was used for every borehole.
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During the study, the working time of the hammer during the drilling procedure was measured.
The drilling velocity was calculated by dividing the drilled interval (basic interval of one drilling pipe,
assumed to be 3 m) by this time. The measurements were done for the section between 54 and 108 m
below ground level, for each of the boreholes under study. These 54 m sections were divided into 6 m
intervals (i.e., the length of double drill pipes, where one drill pipe length is 3 m), so there were nine
measured intervals. The drilling procedure for each 6 m interval consisted of:

(a) mining rock with a drill bit for an interval equal to the length of a single drill pipe (3 m),
(b) unscrewing the drill head and drill string to add the next pipe and screw it on,
(c) mining rock with a drill bit with an interval equal to the length of a single drill pipe (3 m),
(d) unscrewing the drill head and drill string to add next pipe and screw it on.

During the drilling of consecutive intervals, the number of rotations per minute was varied
between 20 and 60. For these settings, there are three measurement cycles with rotational speeds of 20,
40, 60 per minute.

Apart from the rotational speed, drill bit diameter and the pressure of compressed air were also
varied. The three diameters examined for the drill bit were 110 mm, 127 mm and 140 mm, and the
three pressure values were 16 bar, 20 bar and 24 bar.

4. Results

The relation between drilling velocity and rotations per minute is shown in this section for the
considered drill bit diameters and air pressures. The clearest presentation of the results is achieved
by further dividing the measured section 54–108 m below ground surface into three smaller sections:
54–72 m, 72–90 m and 90–108 m. The drill time in each section is the sum of the time of drilling two 3 m
intervals, connected with the length of drill pipes. Then the changing tendencies at different depths
can be observed. The changes due to the variations in geological profile and other external factors are
not the subject of this study. The chosen method of interpretation leads to the possibility of observing
the distinct relations between drilling velocity, pressure, drill bit diameter and rotation speed.

4.1. 110 mm Diameter Drill Bit

Figures 5–7 present the results for the 110 mm drill bit.
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Figure 5. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 110 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 54 to 72 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 1–3.
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Figure 6. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 110 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 72 to 90 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 1–3.
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below the figure), for the 110 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 90 to 108 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 1–3.

4.2. 127 mm Diameter Drill Bit

Figures 8–10 show the results for the 127 mm drill bit.
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Figure 8. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 127 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 54 to 72 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 4–6.
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Figure 9. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 127 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 72 to 90 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 4–6.
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Figure 10. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 127 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 90 to 108 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 4–6.

4.3. 140 mm Diameter Drill Bit

Figures 11–13 show the results for the 140 mm drill bit.
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Figure 11. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 140 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 54 to 72 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 7–9.
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Figure 12. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 140 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 72 to 90 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 7–9.
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Figure 13. Variation of drilling velocity with rotation speed for several pressures (shown in the legend
below the figure), for the 140 mm diameter drill bit, an interval of 90–108 m below the ground level,
and boreholes 7–9.

5. Analysis and Discussion of Results

This section assesses and interprets the results of drilling individual borehole heat exchangers in
similar lithology. The drilling was carried out with three drill bits at several working pressures of the
hammer. Interpretations for each case are presented below.

5.1. Interpretation of Results for 110 mm Diameter Drill Bit

Boreholes number 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 4) were drilled with a 110 mm diameter drill bit. The highest
drilling velocity in the section can be observed at the highest pressure, 24 bar. The lowest drilling
velocity is linked to the lowest pressure (16 bar), except for one case (for depth 57–72 m and rotation
speed of 60 rotations per minute), where the lowest drilling velocity was achieved with an air pressure
of 20 bar.

Tables 1–3 show the changes in drilling velocity in various air pressures for the 110 mm diameter
drill bit, at following intervals: 54–72 m, 72–90 m and 90–108 m.

Table 1. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 110 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 54–72 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.004863 17.5068 0.005769 20.7684 0.010632 38.2752
40 0.002442 8.7912 0.002680 9.648 0.005122 18.4392
60 −0.000087 −0.3132 0.000965 3.474 0.000878 3.1608
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Table 2. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 110 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 72–90 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.000501 1.8036 0.000290 1.044 0.000792 2.8512
40 0.004017 14.4612 0.001452 5.2272 0.005469 19.6884
60 0.005489 19.7604 0.003406 12.2616 0.008895 32.022

Table 3. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 110 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 90–108 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.007324 26.3664 0.016190 58.284 0.018916 68.0976
40 0.007938 28.5768 0.014497 52.1892 0.016887 60.7932
60 0.008201 29.5236 0.011431 41.1516 0.013495 48.582

In the first interval (54–72 m), it can be observed, for the 110 mm diameter drill bit, that drilling
velocity decreases as the rotation speed increases. The difference between the velocity values for given
pressures has a downward trend. Drilling velocity is higher at a higher pressure except one case
mentioned above—for rotation speed of 60 1/min, drilling velocity value is slightly lower at pressure
of 20 bar than at 16 bar. This is due to the down the hole hammer becoming caught in the side of
the borehole, because of its small diameter and the geological profile. Therefore, the result should
be considered erroneous, and should be neglected. Nevertheless, such an incident is significant, as
it points towards the need for optimization, indicating that the drilling procedure should take into
consideration various parameters to avoid such risks and complications. During this occurrence, 18 m
of drill stem was removed from the borehole, which slightly influenced the working speed of the
hammer, but had strong impact on the overall borehole drilling time.

In the second interval, between 72 and 90 m (Figure 6), the drilling velocity increases as the rotation
speed increases. Moreover, the figures of tested parameters for different pressures are increasingly
divergent. The most rapid increase of drill bit rotation speed is observed at the highest pressure.
Conversely, the lower the drilling pressure, the lower the increase of the drilling velocity. Still, the highest
drilling velocity is achieved at the highest pressure, and it diminishes as the pressure declines.

In both the first and the second intervals, the difference in the drilling velocity for drilling pressures
of 16 bar and 20 bar is very close to the difference occurring between drilling pressures of 20 bar and
24 bar.

In the interval of 90–108 m (Figure 7), for air pressures of 20 and 24 bar, the value of drilling
velocity decreases slightly when rotational speed increases. For the pressure of 16 bar the drilling
velocity increases with higher rotation speed. Again, the drilling velocity is higher for higher pressures.

When drilling with the 110 mm diameter drill bit, the difference between drilling velocity values
measured for pressures of 16, 20 and 24 bar becomes smaller with the increase of the rotation speed
(see Tables 1–3).

It may appear that the choice of the air pressure has less influence on the value of drilling velocity
than the choice of rotational speed. However, the depth at which this statement is valid is the depth of
mudstones of low thickness. Therefore, a likely reason for the above is limiting the drilling velocity
due to the geological profile.
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5.2. Interpretation of Results for 127 mm Diameter Drill Bit

Boreholes number 4, 5 and 6 were drilled with a drill bit of 127 mm diameter (Figure 4). Tables 4–6
show the changes in drilling velocity for various air pressures and rotation speeds of the 127 mm
diameter drill bit, at following intervals: 54–72 m, 72–90 m and 90–108 m.

Table 4. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 127 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 54–72 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.010340 37.224 0.010708 38.5488 0.010992 39.5712
40 0.008347 30.0492 0.008995 32.382 0.017546 63.1656
60 0.005165 18.594 0.005352 19.2672 0.008431 30.3516

Table 5. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 127 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 72–90 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.003294 11.8584 0.003202 11.5272 0.0040378 14.53608
40 0.007960 28.656 0.009570 34.452 0.013628 49.0608
60 0.010379 37.3644 0.010479 37.7244 0.018965 68.274

Table 6. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 127 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 90–108 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.007147 25.7292 0.008976 32.3136 0.016384 58.9824
40 0.008573 30.8628 0.009639 34.7004 0.017210 61.956
60 0.007414 26.6904 0.009798 35.2728 0.015901 57.2436

In the first interval, between 54 and 72 m (Figure 8), the drilling velocity for pressures of 16 and
20 bar decreases, almost linearly, with increasing rotation speed. The value of the drilling velocity
for the pressure of 24 bar increases for the range of 20–40 rotations per minute, and then decreases
for rotation speed greater than 40 1/min. The difference between the drilling velocities achieved at
pressure of 24 bar, and those achieved at 16 and 20 bar, is significant for rotation speed of 40 1/min.
For 20 and 60 1/min, differences between drilling velocity for various pressures reach similar values.

The second interval, between 72 and 90 m (Figure 9), exhibits many similarities to the second
interval for the 110 mm diameter drill bit. Once more, the most rapid increase of drilling velocity occurs
for the highest air pressure, and the slowest increase occurs for the lowest pressure. The similarity
of the results for different drill bit diameters suggests that, for the same geological profile, the main
factors affecting the drilling velocity are the pressure and rotation speed, while the diameter of the drill
bit plays a secondary role.

In the last interval of 90–108 m (Figure 10), only a slight increase in drilling velocity with increasing
rotation speed is observed. There is a small difference between the values of the drilling velocity for
drilling pressures of 16 and 20 bar, while the values attained at 24 bar are much higher.
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Finally, it is noted that for the 127 mm diameter drill bit, drilling velocity increases nonuniformly
with the increase of drilling pressure.

5.3. Interpretation of Results for 140 mm Diameter Drill Bit

Boreholes 7, 8 and 9 were drilled with the 140 mm diameter drill bit (Figure 4). Tables 7–9 show
the changes in drilling velocity in various air pressures and rotation speeds of the 140 mm diameter
drill bit, at following intervals: 54–72 m, 72–90 m and 90–108 m.

Table 7. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 140 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 54–72 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.002338 8.4168 0.000501 1.8036 0.002839 10.2204
40 0.004240 15.264 −0.000073 −0.2628 0.004167 15.0012
60 0.002734 9.8424 0.001673 6.0228 0.004408 15.8688

Table 8. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 140 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 72–90 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.000022 0.0792 0.002210 7.956 0.002232 8.0352
40 0.001664 5.9904 0.001436 5.1696 0.003101 11.1636
60 0.005046 18.1656 0.000624 2.2464 0.005670 20.412

Table 9. Differences between drilling velocity measured for various air pressures and drill rotation
speeds of the 140 mm diameter drill bit, in the interval 90–108 m below ground level.

Rotation Speed [1/min]

Difference Between Drilling Velocity [m/s, m/h] for Pressures:

20 and 16 bar 24 and 20 bar 24 and 16 bar

[m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h] [m/s] [m/h]

20 0.001545 5.562 0.000622 2.2392 0.002167 7.8012
40 −0.001170 −4.212 0.003879 13.9644 0.002706 9.7416
60 0.002957 10.6452 0.000195 0.702 0.003152 11.3472

For the first interval, between 54 and 72 m (Figure 11), the observed trend for all pressure values,
while less rapid, is similar to the one achieved at 24 bar in the first interval of the drilling with the
127 mm drill bit (Figure 8).

For the second interval, between 72 and 90 m (Figure 11), as for the second intervals with the
110 and 127 mm diameter drill bits (Figures 6 and 9), drilling velocity increases together with air
pressure and rotation speed.

In the last interval, between 90 and 108 m (Figure 13), for pressures of 16 and 24 bar there is a
systematic increase in the drilling velocity with increasing rotation speed. However, for the pressure of
20 bar, the value of the drilling velocity decreases for rotation speed between 20 and 40 1/min and then
rises rapidly between 40 and 60 1/min.

Much useful information can be deduced from the analysis of the results of the change in drilling
speed. The greatest increases in drilling speed occur at the smallest drill bit diameter. The section
of the 18 m borehole can be drilled faster, by almost 70 m per hour, with the maximum air pressure
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increase. For a depth of 100 m, much time is saved via the reduced drilling time. The drilling time is
reduced by 389 h for a 100 m section. This time saving is important, since one hour of operation of
a drilling rig costs a specific amount of money. However, with increased air pressure, the unit cost
of drilling per hour is higher, because more energy (fuel) is consumed per unit of time. For the next
step of research, an optimization involving fuel consumption is necessary. Such a task would permit
comprehensive optimal costs to be determined for different air pressures and rotary speeds of drill bits.

An 18 m section of borehole can be drilled almost 20 m/h faster with the maximum air pressure
increase, for the drill bit diameter of 140 mm. The drilling time is reduced by 111 h for 100 m of drilling.
Thus, for a borehole field with 150 BHEs, each 100 m deep, more than 450 days of drilling can be saved
(with use of only one drilling rig).

Through experience, drilling companies have developed proprietary techniques, and never
drill with the poorest technological parameters (like low air pressure and rotary speed of drill bit).
The smallest pressure and rotary speed in the present research are intended only for investigation,
and to demonstrate the importance of drilling enhancements. Nonetheless, the results can have
widespread implications, as the air pressure and rotary speed clearly are a function of BHE depth.
For different geologies, the possibility exists of optimizing the relevant parameters in the first few BHEs.

6. Conclusions

1. For every analyzed situation, the highest drilling velocity is achieved when the greatest drilling
pressure is applied. To achieve the criterion of optimizing drilling speed (by minimizing the time
required for drilling), such technological knowledge can be utilized. The criterion for maximizing
drilling speed, however, is mainly used for rescue drilling. The optimization criterion most often used
in drilling is the total cost of drilling. The results also indicate that the costs resulting from the use of
different values of technological parameters merit further research, and that such research, such as
better quantifying the dependence of drilling speed on pressure, is the subject of ongoing work by
the authors.

2. Generally, the lowest drilling velocity is associated with the lowest drilling pressure
(one exception was observed, but it was ruled out as erroneous and neglected). Very similar drilling
velocities for drilling pressures of 16 and 20 bars were observed only in two cases of drilling with a
127 mm drill bit diameter. However, the increase in air pressure in the drill pipe causes an increase in
the consumption of feed energy (diesel oil), so drilling a borehole faster is more expensive.

3. The relation between the rotation speed to drilling velocity is in reality much more complex
than what is found in this article. Here, the choice of optimal drilling velocity is found to be strictly
related to the depth of the drilling and, as expected, the structure of the rock formation. The increase in
drill bit rotary speed also increases energy consumption. It is known from traditional rotary drilling
that there is an optimum (maximum) rotational speed value. Above it, the drilling velocity drops.
The tests in the present research demonstrate well that the DTH drilling velocity also depends on
the rotational speed of the drill bit. In the range of 20 to 60 rpm, rotational speed can both increase
and decrease drilling velocity. The decisive factor is the lithological structure of geology (abrasive
and mechanical parameters of rocks). On the basis of tests carried out here for several drill bit rotary
velocities, it is clear that the optimum rotary speed varies with the depth of drilling. Furthermore,
such tests should be performed on the first holes drilled, treating them as research boreholes, before
the implementation of large BHE fields.

4. For each of the three drill bits’ diameters, drilling velocity in the interval between 72 and 90 m
below ground level increased with greater rotation speed. In terms of lithology, that interval is more
unitary than others. It mainly corresponds to the occurrence of marly rocks.
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